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ABSTRACT 
Additive Manufacturing (AM) brought new design freedom and possibilities that enable design and 
manufacturing of products with new forms and functionalities. To utilise these possibilities a new design 
approach emerged, Design for Additive Manufacturing (DfAM), that contains methods and tools for 
supporting AM oriented design process. Designers working with AM are aware of the need to apply 
DfAM and AM possibilities in conceptual design phase where they have the most significant influence 
on product architecture and form but are facing a lack of suitable DfAM approaches for early design 
phases. Therefore, the presented research is investigating possibilities of storing and representing AM 
knowledge in the form of design principles to be used in the conceptual design phase. The paper 
proposes conceiving of Design Principles for Additive Manufacturing repository where formalised AM 
knowledge is stored in the form of design principles and structured based on function criteria. In the 
paper, various elements of design principle representation are discussed, as well as their role in the 
conceptual design process. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a manufacturing technology that started as a rapid prototyping 

technology but nowadays it is an everyday technology used by an increasing number of companies, 

not only for prototyping but also for production of final products distributed to the consumers 

(Thompson et al., 2016). Through its characteristic of adding material precisely where it is needed, 

AM brought new design possibilities and freedom that manifests in new functionalities and shapes of 

AM products (Gibson et al., 2015). The changes in the way of how the new products are 

manufactured, but also potential changes in the design of those products are challenges that designers 

are facing while designing AM products (Seepersad, 2014). To understand the implications AM 

imposed on the design process and to help designers in the utilisation of AM potentials a new design 

approach emerged – Design for Additive Manufacturing (DfAM). DfAM is design criteria focused on 

specificities of AM, as well as its limitations, that through a set of methods and tools guide designers 

and support design process of products with new functions, forms and material compositions that are 

enabled with AM (Laverne et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016). Today, DfAM offer a broad spectrum of 

approaches that utilise AM possibilities in various design phases. As AM enables the creation of 

products with new forms and functionalities, to take advantage of AM possibilities, it is important to 

utilise them early in the design process. Designers working with AM recognise this importance, and 

acknowledge the need to apply DfAM and AM possibilities in conceptual design, although in practice 

DfAM is mostly used in the embodiment and detail design (Pradel et al., 2018a). The importance of 

conceptual design in any design approach, including DfAM, emerges from activities of establishing a 

functional and working structure that have vast influence on the embodiment and detail design of a 

product (Pahl et al., 2007). This is a reason why most design studies about the conceptual design phase 

have been focused on functions that model expected product behaviour (Ko and Moon, 2017). For the 

same reasons, functional modelling is an integral part of the conceptual phase inside the DfAM 

framework proposed by Kumke et al. (2016). Although the conceptual phase and functional modelling 

play an important role in the design process, literature sources show the lack of DfAM approaches for 

the conceptual design (Pradel et al., 2018b). Therefore, there is a need for the development of methods 

and tools to aid designers in the conceptual design for AM. Furthermore, designers, especially novices 

in AM design, need sources of design knowledge about AM and its possibilities in an AM oriented 

design process. 

For these reasons, presented research is focused on the conceptual phase of an AM design and its 

functions, as “form follows function” (Ullman, 2010). To support the conceptualisation and a 

systematic approach to DfAM, conception of Design Principles for Additive Manufacturing (DPAM) 

repository as a form of storing AM related design knowledge categorised around product functions is 

proposed. The paper examines the current DfAM methods and ways of storing AM design knowledge 

in Section 2. In Section 3 method and sources for deriving design principles are presented. The 

elements of design principle representation are explained in Section 4, followed by examples of 

derived design principles in Section 5. Section 6 discusses DPAM, elements of design principles 

representation and their influence on conceptual design and designers, while conclusion and guidelines 

for future work are given in Section 7. 

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK 

In the design domain, design knowledge can be formalised in few knowledge explications, such as 

guidelines, heuristics, principles, rules of thumb and strategic constructs (Fu et al., 2015, 2016), each 

with specificity regarding a level of representation and source of knowledge. The same explications 

are used in DfAM to formalise AM specific design knowledge for early design phases (Pradel et al., 

2018b). One of the first attempts to formalise AM knowledge and provide design guidance in the 

conceptual design was the AM design feature database proposed by Bin Maidin et al. (2012). In this 

approach, features are captured and classified in four taxons based on the reasons for using AM and 

described by title, application, functionality keywords and 3D model. Besides enabling inexperienced 

designers to understand the specificities of AM, the design features database proved itself as a useful 

tool for the conceptualisation of AM products. On the other hand, an example of design heuristics is a 

list of twenty-nine process independent AM heuristics developed by Blösch-Paidosh and Shea (2017). 

The heuristics formalise AM knowledge on a high level of abstraction and are aiming to stimulate 
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designers’ creativity to create concepts that incorporate functionalities enabled with AM. Lindwall and 

Törlind (2018) reduced the list on ten heuristics and afterwards conducted the user study to investigate 

their influence on the design process. The study showed the usefulness of heuristics as a tool in the 

designing process, they stimulate designers to think about the possibilities of AM and how to 

incorporate them into their designs. The influence of the full list of AM heuristics on the designers’ 

creativity was further observed through the study conducted by Blösch-Paidosh and Shea (2018). The 

study showed the positive influence of AM heuristics on the generated designs in the early phases of 

the design process. Another approach in DfAM to formalise AM knowledge are design principles 

presented in the form of the design catalogue of AM solutions proposed by Weiss et al. (2016). In the 

catalogue AM knowledge is formalised in the form of principle solutions that are classified according 

to functions they are solving. When using the catalogue designers are looking for partial solutions for 

a given problem, by searching for sub-function of a decomposed overall function of the design 

problem. Besides principle solutions, design catalogue provides additional information such as textual 

and visual (2D) descriptions, manufacturability data for various AM process, as well as the 

comparisons to conventional designs. 

Although current developments in DfAM offer various approaches in formalising AM design 

knowledge for early design stages, they are not without limitations. The design feature database, for 

example, does not consider all possibilities of AM, it mostly focuses on outer form and user fit 

requirements. On the other hand, heuristics offer a broad spectrum of AM knowledge on a higher level 

of abstraction. However, as heuristics are based on intuition and tacit knowledge, they provide design 

guidance but do not guarantee a solution (Fu, 2016). Design principles, on the other hand, are based on 

empirical evidence and can help designers find a successful solution (Fu, 2016). This can be seen in 

the proposed design catalogue (Weiss et al., 2016), where solutions are found through function 

criteria. Although this simplifies the search for the solutions, as the used functions definitions are not 

based on formal vocabulary, there is a possibility of various definitions for the same function that 

could cause the misunderstanding in classifying solutions. Furthermore, as the design principles are 

stored in the design catalogue, their representation is limited to 2D visualisation and textual 

descriptions.  

Because the design principles provide an adequate form for storing design knowledge needed in 

conceptual design, this study examines the elements of its representation and storing of AM 

knowledge. The design principle (DP) can be defined as: “A fundamental rule or law, derived 

inductively from extensive experience and/or empirical evidence, which provides design process 

guidance to increase the chance of reaching a successful solution.” (Fu et al., 2015, 2016). DPs can 

provide a way for utilisation of AM capabilities and can indicate efficient design. The higher the 

descriptions are in a hierarchy, the less restrictive they are in contrast to other forms. Therefore, in 

tasks where creativity and broad ideas are required, like in conceptual design, DPs are considered as 

suitable design guidance, and their usage can lead to an exploration of a variety of possible solutions 

(Pradel et al., 2018b). To overcome some limitations of previously developed approaches, this 

research proposes conceiving of the DPAM repository for storing of formalised AM knowledge, 

where DPs are classified according to functions defined through formal vocabulary. Furthermore, the 

study examines the possibilities of DP representation that can stimulate designer creativity. Thus, 

DPAM repository will be developed as a computer framework to enable multimedia forms of 

representation. The study also investigates the possibilities of using a physical representation of DPs 

for easier understanding of principles. Furthermore, a physical model can be used in DfAM 

approaches to stimulate the creativity of designers. Example of such approach can be found in the 

method proposed by Georgiev and Taura (2015) for expansion of concept space that is based on 

designers’ interactions with materialised design ideas that are manufactured with AM. The method 

enables discovery of new features and functions, as well as boost designer inspiration, and can affect 

human feeling for the artefact from the perspective of scale. 

3 METHOD FOR EXTRACTING AM DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

To establish the repository, data about possibilities of AM in achieving both form and function from 

which the DPs will be derived have to be gathered. The DPs can be derived from analysis of existing 

designs, using existing principles found in literature, from experience of expert designers, from design 

practice or laboratory design practice and observation of design practice (Fu et al., 2015, 2016). 
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Literature shows that most design principles are derived by analysing existing designs, followed by 

using existing principles from literature and deriving principles from experience of the expert 

designers. Other forms of deriving design principles, from design practice or laboratory design 

practice and observations of design experts, make up a considerably smaller share compared to 

previous three (Fu et al., 2015, 2016). 

Following the literature conclusions regarding how the DPs are derived, the research will be based on 

the two most common ways of deriving DPs: from analysis of existing designs and literature review. 

To conceive the repository a methodology previously used by Yilmaz and Seifert (2010) as well as 

Blösch-Paidosh and Shea (2017) for the development of design heuristics is followed. The 

methodology differs from previous approaches in the source of AM designs used for derivation of 

DPs. It consists of four steps showed in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Method diagram 

The first step of methodology for establishing the DPAM repository is based on gathering data from 

existing AM designs and literature review to derive DPs. The primary source of existing designs will 

be crowd-sourced platforms for sharing AM models, e.g. thingiverse.com, as well as other sources of 

AM designs and artefacts available. The crowd-sourced platforms contain thousands of CAD models 

that are manufacturable with AM and often contain a history of changes that improved the CAD model 

for AM. The focus will be on finding CAD models that are only manufacturable with AM and where 

the manufacturing of the artefact with AM has a significant advantage over conventional 

manufacturing technology. After gathering of a sample pool, CAD models will be analysed. Different 

users that created and modified the models, purposely, as well as unintentionally, applied various 

principles and solutions based on characteristics and possibilities of AM. Due to the quantity of 

platforms content and number of different ideas users applied in creating the content of the platform, 

by observing models and its modifications, a great number of DPs can be derived (Perez et al., 2015). 

As the designs are in digital form, an algorithm for automatization can be developed to enable easier 

finding of DPs. After analysis, in the process of deriving DPs, the focus will be on functions, features 

and forms that are based on characteristics of AM or their design and manufacturability are 

considerably eased by AM. DPs derived from existing designs will be complemented with the DPs 

found in the literature. After the initial repository is established, case and user studies will have to be 

conducted to validate the DPs and the DPAM repository. The validation should provide answers to 

questions such as, are the elements of the description understandable, are additional elements needed, 

is the repository structure valid, how can the repository be improved? 

4 ELEMENTS OF DESIGN PRINCIPLES REPRESENTATION 

The DPAM repository store formalised AM specific knowledge through DPs. To show the AM 

knowledge to the designer and aid in the understanding of AM possibilities, elements of DPs 

representation are needed. To enable representation of formalised AM design knowledge and to 

provide design process guidance, according to DP definition, five elements of DP representation are 

identified: Functional Classification, Description (textual and visual), 3D Model (virtual and physical 

model), Manufacturability Data and Examples (Figure 2). Through these elements, DPs are presented 

and stored in the DPAM repository. The elements of representation enable structure of DPAM 

repository and search for solutions based on functions. Furthermore, their purpose is to explain the 

DPs, stimulate designers’ creativity with descriptions and examples, as well as provide information 

about the technical feasibility of DP. They also contain digital data needed for visualisation of a 3D 

model through viewer and manufacturing of physical DP models. 
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Figure 2. Layout of DP representation inside DPAM repository 

4.1 Functional classification 

The form of the product emerges from its function (Ullman, 2010) thus, analysis of product function is 

often used as a starting point for conceptual design. Following DfAM framework proposed by Kumke 

et al. (2016), conceptual design for AM products starts with the determination of products functions 

and their structures. This is consistent with Pahl & Beitz’s (Pahl et al., 2007) task of functional 

decomposition, where the overall function of the design problem is broken down into sub-functions of 

lower complexity that are connected with flows of material, energy and information. The function 

decomposition enables a better understanding of the design problem but also simplifies the search for 

the partial solutions that are then combined into a working structure of a product. The same approach 

can be used in DfAM, therefore in DPAM repository functions are used as classifying criteria for DPs 

to support the function-oriented conceptual design. To define the structure and later enable easier 

search for DPs it is essential to have a well-defined vocabulary of functions, with a limited number of 

possible definitions. This will ensure consistency of function definitions and enable a common 

understanding of functions. Therefore, in DPAM repository functions are expressed through the 

formal vocabulary of functions defined by Hirtz et al. (2002). Their approach offers clear taxonomy 

and definitions of both functions and flows. The taxonomy contains three classes of flows (material, 

signal, and energy) and eight classes of functions (branch, channel, connect, control magnitude, 

convert, provision, signal and support) that are further divided into secondary and tertiary categories. 

DPs classification based on the formal vocabulary of functions limits the number of possible 

expressions, thus simplifies the search for the suitable DP and enables application of DPAM 

repository in the structured methods for the conceptual design, e.g. Borgue et al. (2018), Valjak et al. 

(2018). 

4.2 Description 

The second element of DP representation used for capturing of AM knowledge are textual and visual 

descriptions. The descriptions offer an easy way of recording a variety of information about the DP, 

such as general and detail description of how the DP can be used as a solution for the given design 

problem, as well as possible applications of the DP. The textual descriptions are excellent 

representation form when DPs need to be described at a high level of abstraction, as designers can 

recognise words as concepts and derive their essence or broader meaning (Goldschmidt and Sever, 

2011). The textual description is complemented with visual description (in the form of schematics and 

pictures) as there are ideas that are not expressible through textual description but are expressible 

through visual description (Goldschmidt and Sever, 2011). This is true in the opposite direction as 

well, thus both forms of descriptions are needed in the future repository. 
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4.3 3D model 

The third element of the design principle representation is a 3D model of a principle. The 3D model 

comes in two forms: (i) CAD/virtual model and (ii) physical model. The first form, the CAD model, is 

a 3D description of the principle, but also an intermediate step towards a physical model of a principle. 

One of the functions of the CAD model is also to act as an intermediary between design and 

construction (Sass and Oxman, 2006). The CAD model of design principle can be beneficial for 

visualisation and perception of a principle, thus providing support for the designer to get an 

understanding of a principle. The future repository should incorporate a viewer of a CAD model for 

easy and fast examination of DPs. In the future, the CAD model could be used in virtual reality (VR) 

environment to enable perception of the principles in 3D without the need for their physical 

embodiment. 

The second form of 3D model representation is the physical model. The physical model will be used 

for a better understanding of the DP, but more importantly, it will enable interaction with the DP. 

Neeley (2013) showed that the use of physical models and designers’ interaction with them can 

accelerate ideation in early design stages. Therefore, the physical model as the element of principle 

representation is similar to the concept of Additive Manufacturing of Intermediate Objects (AMIO) 

proposed by Rias et al. (2017). AMIO should be used as Intermediate Representation (IR) in the 

process of AM product development. The main purpose of using physical AMIO objects is to enable 

designers to represent and experiment with AM concepts features and support the representation of 

functional complexity, thus overcoming the drawback of 3D CAD (virtual) models that do not 

transmit designers’ intentions sufficiently. Use of physical models enables designers to feel the 

sensitive aspects of DP (e.g. to feel material, shape, surface texture, sensation, weight, etc.) thus 

stimulating designers’ creativity with the experience. 

4.4 Manufacturability data 

The AM have several types of processes that differ in the form of raw materials used in the process, 

the source of energy used to form and bound material during deposition, as well as the way material is 

deposited to create an artefact (Gibson et al., 2015). Each of the processes has different characteristics 

and possibilities of manufacturing, thus providing different possibilities in the design. Some DPs will 

be derived from these specific design possibilities that are possible with a single, or only a few AM 

processes and will not be universally applicable in all AM processes. For example, DPs based on 

multi-material structures will be possible to manufacture with material extrusion and material jetting 

that support more than one material at the time but will not be possible with powder bed fusion 

process as it only supports one material in a single build. This type of information about the DPs is 

needed, for example, in the design of a single AM part, as the partial solutions must be manufacturable 

with the same AM process. Similar problematics is with the DPs derived from characteristics of the 

used material. For example, the DPs based on rubber-like materials cannot be used in the design of all 

metal part. Should new techniques or methods for AM emerge, part of the repository describing 

manufacturability data can be updated or new data can be added. 

4.5 Examples 

The final element of DP representation are examples of designs and products that utilise the DP. 

Examples provide another source of information on the lower level of abstraction, thus providing 

another form for easier understanding of DP. They are most useful when they show form and function 

(Herring et al., 2009), thus in DP representation form and function will be captured through pictures 

and videos of example designs and products. Examples are often used in the design process, 

particularly in the conceptual design phase, as a source of inspiration during the generation of 

concepts. Additionally, examples of previous designs are often used as a reference when designers 

describe a particular solution (Eckert et al., 2005), so the incorporation of examples in the DP 

description can support communication inside the design team. 

5 EXAMPLES OF AM DP 

In user case scenario, designers are facing a design problem where the overall function is decomposed 

into the sub-functions. For each sub-function, they search DPAM repository to find DPs that can be 
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used as partial solutions. From elements of DP representation, they can see which function DP can 

solve, as well as the description of principles. Furthermore, the 3D model is used for visualisation in 

the digital environment but can be manufactured for interaction and easier understandings of DP. In 

the end, a designer can see examples of designs where DP is used and check the data regarding 

manufacturability. 

Below are two examples of DPs that show the content and layout of proposed DPAM repository: DP 

for conveying information through geometry (Figure 3) and DP for part consolidation with rotation 

around one axis (Figure 4). The examples are selected as their simplicity will not hide the elements of 

DP description. Furthermore, both examples are manufacturable on desktop FDM machine so physical 

models can be easily manufactured and initial validation of the description carried out. The DPs 

examples are derived from existing designs and artefacts, and are already identified in existing 

literature sources (Blösch-Paidosh and Shea, 2017; Perez et al., 2015). 

The first example is the DP for function “display visual”. The function can be found in a great number 

of products that need to convey visual information to users such as instructions and warnings how to 

safely operate with a product, but also other types of information like logos and brand visual identity. 

One of the possible principle solutions for this function is conveying information through geometry. 

AM enables manufacturing of almost any shape imaginable at insignificant or no additional cost at all, 

and therefore enable designs of geometry that will convey the needed information to the user. The 

principle is also used in conventional manufacturing technologies, such as injection moulding, but in 

AM it is not constrained in shape and positioning due to tool opening. 

 

Figure 3. DP for conveying information through geometry 

The second example is DP for function “rotate solid”. The function is common in products that consist 

of two or more parts, and there is a need for one degree of freedom - rotation around one axis, e.g. box 

covers, hinges, etc. AM enables consolidation of parts through manufacturing of mechanisms that do 

not require later assembly. This DP is not possible on all AM processes as it requires support 

material/elements that need to be removed after manufacturing.  

 

Figure 4. DP for part consolidation through rotation of a part 
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Both examples show the DP’s intention to solve a particular function. The elements of representation 

in both examples are similar, with the difference in the second example where the textual description 

is completed with visual description. Furthermore, the second example has an additional comment 

regarding manufacturability, as the DP is not achievable in all AM processes and designs, since there 

is a need for support material during the build that needs to be removed afterwards. 

6 DISCUSSION 

The proposed DPAM repository stores AM knowledge, formalised in the form of DPs, and enables its 

utilisation in early design phases. The repository and DPs support structured design process, especially 

the conceptual design phase in which the functional decomposition is used. In comparison to heuristics 

(Blösch-Paidosh and Shea, 2017; Lindwall and Törlind, 2018), that offer broad approach and guidance 

to solve a design problem, the DPs provide more distinctive partial solutions. While heuristics support 

the intuitive and creative design, DPs can extend such approach and suggest the design solutions that 

designers would not intuitively think of. At the same time, DPAM repository will contain a broader set 

of solutions on a higher level of descriptions compared to design feature database (Bin Maidin et al., 

2012). DPAM repository is mostly similar to design catalogue of AM principles (Weiss et al., 2016), 

but differs in using the formal vocabulary for defining functions that can ease the search for the 

needed principles but also be used in the future structured methods for conceptual AM design. At the 

same time, use of formal function vocabulary for the description of DPs can is used for structuring 

DPAM repository, categorisation of DPs and later easier navigation through the repository. Due to its 

realisation in the form of computer framework, the proposed repository has extensive multimedia 

descriptions of DPs that can improve the understanding of AM possibilities, especially with the novice 

designers in AM. This is further extended with the proposed use of physical models that enable 

designers to interact with models of principles.  

The elements of DPs representation intend to show the designers the unique AM capabilities and to 

stimulate their creativity during the design of AM products. Hence, elements of representation are 

extended beyond the textual description and include a visual description, as well as a 3D model that 

can be manufactured into a physical model of a DP. This is in accordance with Gonçalves et al. (2014) 

study that showed both design students and professional designers prefer visual representation as 

stimuli during design activities. The same study showed that at the same time, physical objects for 

representation are highly rated by the professionals, as they provide more information than other forms 

of representation. Therefore, physical models are used as an integral element of representation. The 

physical models should be simple, minimalist and abstract, but at the same time functional to enable 

interaction, as their purpose is to create a shared experience in the design team as they allow 

communication through experience rather than through language (Rias et al., 2017). Additionally, as 

DPs models are manufactured with the same materials and process that are used for the final product, 

complemented with provided manufacturability data, they play a role of an early technical validation 

of the generated concepts and contribute to the credibility of the concepts in the eyes of industrial 

stakeholders (Rias et al., 2017). Furthermore, Gonçalves et al. (2014) study showed that designers 

look for inspiration mostly at the beginning of the design process, especially during idea generation 

and conceptual design phase. Therefore, the presented approach is consistent with these conclusions as 

the intention of DPAM repository is to stimulate designers and provide them with partial solutions 

through various descriptions of DP in the early design phases. The representation of DP is 

supplemented with examples of previous designs as they are often used in design practice as a tool of 

communication inside the design teams (Eckert et al., 2005). 

The elements of DPs representation, especially examples, act as stimuli that can extend the solution 

space and increase the number of creative solutions (Goldschmidt and Sever, 2011; Gonçalves et al., 

2014). At the same time, they can cause some negative effects manifested in design fixation that limits 

creative ideas, as the designers are trying to replicate existing solutions (Purcell and Gero, 1996). To 

investigate the issue user studies will have to be conducted to see how proposed combined elements of 

DP representation influence designers, and is there a need to modify elements, supplement them with 

new elements or even remove current ones from the DPAM repository. 
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7 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

In this work, the problem of formalising AM design knowledge and its application in the conceptual 

design phase is addressed. The main contribution of the paper is the proposal of DPAM repository, 

that categorises DPs for AM based on function criteria. The function-based approach offers the 

systematic structuring of the repository and supports the structured conceptual design process based on 

the functional decomposition of a product. Furthermore, the paper proposes a variety of elements for 

DP representation, from textual and schematic representation, over 3D model and examples of utilised 

DP, to the physical model, with focus on their influence on the process of conceptual design.  

Future work will be focused on conceiving an initial repository of DPs mostly based on the DPs 

derived from characteristics of FDM technology. Before extending the repository to include a broader 

set of DPs achievable with all AM processes initial validation through the case and user studies will be 

conducted. Its focus will be on elements of DP representation, especially the design of physical 

models and its manufacturability, as well as the general structure of the repository. After establishing 

comprehensive repository user studies will be conducted to investigate the influence of the DPs on 

designers and the conceptual design process. 
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